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Company comments 

 

Keller Group (KLR, 630p, £454m) 

World’s largest ground engineering group, with 56% exposure to North America. Trading update and 

dividend recommendation. Trading: As previously announced, overall trading for Q1 to March was better 

than the group’s expectations and materially better than the prior year, despite a deterioration in activity 

during the second half of March. Trading during Q2 to date has been “resilient, with the impact of Covid-19 

being less significant on the group overall than first anticipated”, albeit with regional differences. “Markets 

in APAC and EMEA are now emerging more decisively from the lock down restrictions than North America, 

which in contrast remains regionally variable”. The group order book remains steady at c.£1bn. Actions: 

Franki Africa business, which has faced “challenging” conditions, is to be further rationalised, retaining a 

small number of profitable operations and integrated into Middle East-based operations. Finances: At the 

end of May, the group had undrawn committed and uncommitted borrowing facilities totalling £293m. CCFF 

facility of £300m confirmed, however “We have not drawn on the CCFF and nor do we expect to. To be 

explicitly clear, the facility has only been secured to provide additional protection, in extremis, should there 

be an unexpected and significant deterioration in future market conditions and client payment behaviours”. 

Dividends: Previously declared final dividend of 27.4p to be amended to 23.3p, bringing FY 2019 dividend to 

an unchanged 35.9p.  

 



Ashtead Group (AHT, 2,417p, £10,859m) 

US-focused plant hire group. Q4/FY (Apr) results. FY rental rev +8%, £4,606m (Q4, -1% Y/Y); FY EBITDA +5% 

(Q4, -14%); EPS unchg 175p (Q4 -42%). Proposed final unchg div 33.5p, FY 40.65p (2019: 40.0p). YE net debt 

£5,363m post-IFRS 16 (2019: £3,745m); pre-IFRS 16 net debt to EBITDA leverage, 1.9x (2019: 1.8x). Outlook: 

“[Group’s] swift actions combined with the strength of our cash flow and balance sheet will serve [it] well.  

The diversity of our products, services and end markets coupled with ongoing structural change 

opportunities put the board in a position of confidence to look to the coming year as one of strong cash 

generation and strengthening our market position.  Based on this confidence, the board has decided to 

maintain its progressive dividend policy.”  

 

Epwin Group (EPWN, 73p, £104m) 

Low maintenance building products manufacturer. AGM trading update. Trading: “All sites are now 

operational to some degree as we ramp up activity cautiously to meet demand levels.  Market demand is 

returning, albeit at significantly lower levels than before the pandemic and that which would usually be 

expected at this time of the year”. Outlook: Guidance remains suspended. “As previously stated, the impact 

of COVID-19 will inevitably have a material impact on trading for the current year and it is still too soon to 

quantify this at this stage. The medium-term drivers for the RMI market remain positive, with an ageing and 

underinvested housing stock, as well as environmental and safety concerns driving legislation and initiatives 

that will require improvements to homes on a larger scale than just essential maintenance. The new build 

housing sector is anticipated to grow, driven by underlying demand and government incentives. Social new 

build is also expected to see growth”.  Finances: Available cash and facility headroom at 16 June 2020 

remains at c.£45m, unchanged from the level as at 31 March 2020. Facilities total £75m. The board believes 

its available headroom provides sufficient liquidity based on current analysis.  

 

Sigma Capital Group (SGM, 87p, £78m)  

Private rented sector (PRS) and urban regeneration specialist and investment adviser to The PRS REIT (PRSR, 

74p, £366m). 2,000th new family rental home has been delivered by Sigma to The PRS REIT, three years after 

the creation of PRSR. The 2,000 homes target was originally due at end of March, but delayed by some 10 

weeks due to lockdown. Sigma currently has a further c.2,900 homes at various stages of development for 

the REIT, located across the English regions, including in the North West, Midlands, Yorkshire, North East and 

South. 

 

Inland Homes (INL, 51p, £115m)  

Leading brownfield developer, housebuilders and partnership housing group, focused on South and South 

East. Unconditional sale of 94 plots at its flagship development site at Wilton Park in Beaconsfield to private 

South East developer Bewley Homes. The consideration payable presents a premium to the EPRA valuation. 

Approximately two-thirds of the consideration will be payable in cash on completion, expected September, 

with the balance payable no later than twelve months post-completion. It will enable debt reduction and 

free cash flow that will be reinvested into the group's operations.      

 



 

Economic data 

 

Employment. The number of vacancies in the constuction industry have more than halved to 13,000 in 

March to May, from 27,000 a year earlier. Total UK job vacancies have fallen from 841,000 to 476,000 over 

the same period. The data is contained in today’s Labour Market Overview from the ONS (link), which 

showed the total UK unemployment rate for the three months to April 2020 was estimated at 3.9%, 0.1 

percentage points higher than a year earlier but largely unchanged on the previous quarter – and 

significantly better than many observers had estimated. 

 

In other news … 
 

Fewer than half of estate agency offices are fully open, according to a survey by Property Industry Eye (link). 

 

Redundancies from private contractors Sisk and Multiplex and Berkeley Group (BKG) are reported in 

constructionenquirer.com (link). 
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